Tumor sensitization and protection: influence of stromal injury on estimates of dose modification.
Tumor regrowth delay is an assay which reflects tumor cell kill but can be modified by growth rate changes resulting from damage to the stroma (tumor bed effects). If the stromal damage is modified by radiosensitizers and radioprotectors to a different degree from the tumor cells, the overall measurement of dose modifying factors may be influenced by the choice of a regrowth size for the growth delay analysis. We have studied the response of two mouse tumors; a fibrosarcoma which showed only a small TBE and a carcinoma which showed a very large TBE. Sensitizer enhancement ratios and protection factors have been obtained by assessing regrowth to a variety of endpoint sizes. The dose modifying effects on the stroma have then been determined by analyzing the regrowth rates of tumors after irradiation. The choice of endpoint size modified both the sensitizer enhancement ratio and the protection factor for both tumors. It appears that stromal damage may be the cause of the radioprotection observed in the carcinoma, whereas direct tumor cell radioprotection is indicated in the fibrosarcoma. Both direct tumor cell killing and cell death secondary to stromal damage will play an important role in determining the local control of irradiated tumors.